A protocol for differential display of mRNA expression using either fluorescent or radioactive labeling.
Since its invention in the early 1990s, differential display (DD) has become one of the most commonly used techniques for identifying differentially expressed genes at the mRNA level. Unlike other genomic approaches, such as DNA microarrays, DD systematically detects changes in mRNA profiles among multiple samples being compared without the need of any prior knowledge of genomic information of the living organism being studied. Here, we present an optimized DD protocol with a fluorescent digital readout as well as traditional radioactive labeling. The resulting streamlined fluorescent DD process offers an unprecedented accuracy, sensitivity and throughput in comprehensive and quantitative analysis of eukaryotic gene expression. Results usually can be obtained within days using a limited number of primer combinations, but a comprehensive DD screen may take weeks or months to accomplish, depending on gene coverage required and the number of differentially expressed genes present within a biological system being compared.